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Q.  We were watching that group behind you just putt out there.  You were able to go 

63-65 the last two days.  How have you been on this tear?  

 

JASON BOHN:  I've just been playing some really good golf.  I swung my golf 

club -- yesterday I swung it the best I've swung it all year and today I had some really good 

rhythm going and then kind of got -- we got the weather delay and I kind of went back out 

there a little bit more tentative than I needed to be and my rhythm wasn't as good as it was 

early in the day. 

 

Q.  Were conditions tougher after that weather delay?  I know you were at 7 under, 

seemed to be in a really good zone, and then after the delay it seemed like a lot of 

guys had some problems closing out the round.  

 

JASON BOHN:  I do think the conditions were slightly tougher.  On 14, the wind picked up 

and the air was very humid so the ball wasn't going very far.  It was still definitely playable, 

you could make some birdies coming in. 

 

Q.  You find yourself once again near the very top of the leaderboard here at the OHL 

Classic at Mayakoba.  Last year you had the lead going into Sunday.  What do you 

remember from that experience and what can you draw on it going in? 

 

JASON BOHN:  I remember I don't want to do what I did last year on Sunday.  I didn't play 

very good.  The only thing I can draw on is how I've been playing and I've got a lot of 

confidence right now and I've just got to play my own game, manage my golf course out 

here, not watch what everybody else does because I'm playing from a lot different positions 

than most guys are.  And really I've got to embrace it.  I just want to relax, have some fun, 

realize where I am.  Hopefully knock on the door enough times, I'm going to get a victory. 

 

Q.  It's been a heck of a run so far this fall.  Any chance you'll speak with your teacher 

tonight, Mike Perpich, before Sunday's final round? 

 

JASON BOHN:  I speak with him every night, yeah, yeah.  A little bit better with texts here 

so I text him.  But yeah, we text every single night.  We just talk about the thing that I'm 

doing right and just keep building the confidence. 
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